Damping ENSO
We want to investigate the possible use of cloud albedo control to amplify or attenuate the El Nino
Southern Oscillation.
The amount of energy swing is En  3.5  10 23  J with a period of Per  3  yr
Assume that the Pacific runs from 80 to 180 degrees west that an el Nino patch is half the width ie
αlong  50  deg
Assume that the angular latitude range of the patch is αlat  25  deg
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East west distance of el Nino patch Xpac 
 π  Dea  5.556  10 3 km
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North/South distance of el Nino patch Ypac 
 π  Dea  2.778  10 3  km
2π
Earth diameter Dea 

Area of el Nino warm patch to be cooled AelN  Xpac  Ypac  1.543  10 7 km2
Check http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pacific_Ocean gives total Atot  16.5  10 7km2
Atot
and so the ratio of the whole to the patch is
 10.692
AelN
watt
Suppose that in a time of Per  3  yr that the mean input is Psol  440 
and that to damp an
2
m
oscillation needs the damping force to be Kdamp  0.1 of the peak amplitude.
En  Kdamp
We need an albedo change of ΔRef 
 0.054
Psol  Per  AelN
This means a doubling on the initial CCN concentration
If the boundary layer depth is Zb  1000  m and the half life of nuclei is Tnuc  59  hr
50
and the initial CCN concentration is CCN1 
3
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We need to supply at a rate of Nnew 
 3.633  10 18
Tnuc
s
if drop diameter is ddrp  0.8  micron
π
m
The spray rate is Q 
 ddrp 3  Nnew  0.974
6
s
L
If the volume per ship is qshp  30 
sec
Q 
The ship number is Nshp  ceil 
  33
 qshp 
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